GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF AMERICA NATIONAL SPECIALTY - 5/3-5/18
Judge: Jean Boyd

BOB: VI'SKALY'S HARLEM SHAKE - Nina Danielesson
BOW: VI'SKALY'S HARLEM SHAKE - Nina Danielesson
BOS: CH SHADEE HILL GAY PAREE - Kathy Liles, Lee Goertz
WB: SHADEE HILL JET'AIME A LA FOLIE - Kathy Liles
Select Dog: GCH IMPYRIAL'S GUARDENIA THAT'S AMORE - Karen Justin, Victoria Coffman, Donna Coffman, Carolyn Coffman
Select Bitch: CH PYRLESS AVALYN DU JARDIN - Jill Morgan
AOM CH. GEYSERCREEK STARMOUNT'S TAG I'M IT – Pam Butler
AOM CH. LECTEUR’S GOD BLESS THE OUTCASTS – Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull
BOBOH: GCH IMPYRIAL'S GUARDENIA THAT'S AMORE - Karen Justin, Victoria Coffman, Donna Coffman, Carolyn Coffman

Dogs 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1 GUARDIAN OF THE HIVE AT SHADY HILL - Kathy Liles, Peter Sannicandro
2 STARMOUNTS TJ FOR SHORT - Pamela Butler
3 KAROLASKA THE NORTHWEST - Kimberly Kentopp

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1/RW LECTEUR'S I GOT RHYTHM - Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull
2 R PYR HUMBLE AND KIND! - Terrie Strom
3 PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTES HIGH SOUTH'S PHOENIX - David Daugherty, Darla Daugherty, Ashley Houk, Michele Miller
4 PYRSRUS EXCALIBUR'S TRUE AND DIVINE GLORY - Roland Trinka

American Bred Dogs
1 R PYR RANCHIE'S DAKOTA PRIDE - Joann Winks

Open Dogs
1/W/BW/B VI'SKALY'S HARLEM SHAKE - Nina Danielesson
2 BEAR TRAX TOUCH OF FROST - Christine Kruzan, Dale Kruzan
3 R PYR APACHE SMOKE OF WAR-CRY - Terrie Strom, Leslie Guidera
4 TANIMARA'S QUIET MAN AT HART'S O'FIRE - Gayle Beckhart, Jacqueline Wood

Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1 KAROLASKA LILLY OF THE VALLEY - Alan Bornstein, Judy Bornstein, Kimberly Kentopp
2 PYRCOUNTRY D'LYTE'S TEQUILA MKS HER CLTHS FALL OFF - Julie A Crouch, Michele Miller, David Daugherty, Darla Daugherty
3 SHADEE HILL BIEN AIMEE - Andrew Schwab, Kathy Liles
4 R PYR KIBO - Valerie Austin, Terrie Strom

Amateur-Owner-Handler Bitches
1 MISTRY SUPYRIOR CALIFORNIA GIRL - Thomas Niepoth, Kim Lasley, Linda Niepoth

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1/W SHADEE HILL JET'AIME A LA FOLIE - Kathy Liles
2/RW KAROLASKA ANGELS MIDNIGHT SERENADE - Kimberly Kentopp
3 CROSS TIMBERS FLEUR-DE-LIS - Gregory Mills, Karol Mills
4 PYRSRUS OF GLORIOUS SUNSHINE - Roland Trinka

American Bred Bitches
1 Pyrsong's Lyrics of Love - Joy Megary, Francisco A Salas
2 TIP'NCHIP CONTESSA OF BEARTRAX - Laurie Boyle, Kevin Boyle

Open Bitches
1 CHARBONNEAU'S ALL SMOKE AND MIRRORS - Tamra Green, Sonya Green

Veteran Dogs 7 Yrs. & Under 9 Yrs.
1 GCH SILVERCREEK'S EAU-DE-VIE - Andrew Schwab, Lee Goertz
2 CH TIP'NCHIPS NATIONAL - Judith Cooper, Michael Costa, Emma Root
3 GCHS MOJAVE RENEGADES BLUTES OF LOEHR CGC CGCU - Elisabeth Ann Drew, Kimberly Burns
**Best of Breed Competition**

SEL/BOBOH  
**GCH IMPYRIAL'S GUARDENIA THAT'S AMORE** - Karen Justin, Victoria Coffman, Donna Coffman, Carolyn Coffman

OS  
**CH SHADEE HILL GAY PAREE** - Kathy Liles, Lee Goertz

SEL  
**CH PYRLESS AVALYN DU JARDIN** - Jill Morgan

AOM CH. GEYSER CREEK STARMOUNT'S TAG I'M IT – Pam Butler

AOM CH. LECTEUR’S GOD BLESS THE OUTCASTS – Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull

**Brace**

1. CH KARALASKA TRES JOLIE D' ARNAULT CGC - Linda M Whisenhunt, Kimberly Kentopp

2. SHADEE HILL BIEN AIMEE - Andrew Schwab, Kathy Liles

**JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP**

Open Class  
Judge: Nancy Coombs

1/BJH  
**RIVERGROVES RF TINY TREASURE** - John R Hanover, Joan Hanover, Cassidy Hanover  
Agent: Cassidy Hanover

2/RBJH  
**CH RIVERGROVES FIRST CLASS TICKET CD RAE BN PCD CGCA HIT HOF** - Desiree Davis, John Hanover, Joan Hanover, Hannah Sohnle  
Agent: Hannah Sohnle

3  
**CH TIP'NCHIPS NATIONAL CELEBRITY** - Owners: Judith Cooper, Michael Costa, Emma Root  
Agent: Meghan Roth

**Jr. Recognition Entry**

CH RIVERGROVES FIRST CLASS TICKET CD RAE BN PCD CGCA HIT HOF - Desiree Davis, John Hanover, Joan Hanover, Hannah Sohnle  
Agent: Hannah Sohnle

**GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF AMERICA - SWEEPS - 5/3/18**

Thursday, May 3rd 2018  
Judge: Sandy Dyment

**Sweepstakes Dogs 6 Mos. & Under 9 Mos.**

1  
**PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTES HIGH SOUTH'S PHOENIX** - David Daugherty, Darla Daugherty, Ashley Houk, Michele Miller

2  
**PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTE'S CUBBY THE NANOOK AT CHARBONEAU** - Tamra Green, Michele Miller, David, Darla Daugherty

**Sweepstakes Dogs 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.**

1/BISW  
**STARMOUNTS TJ FOR SHORT** - Pamela Butler

2  
**GUARDIAN OF THE HIVE AT SHADY HILL** - Kathy Liles, Peter Sannicandro

3  
**KAROLASKA THE NORTHWEST EXPLORER** - Kimberly Kentopp

4  
**R PYR HUMBLE AND KIND!. WS56624701** - Terrie Strom

**Sweepstakes Dogs 15 Mos. & Older**

1  
**LECTEUR'S I GOT RHYTHM** - Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull

2  
**BEAR TRAX TOUCH OF FROST** - Christine Kruzans, Dale Kruzan

**Sweepstakes Bitches 6 Mos. & Under 9 Mos.**

1  
**PYRCOUNTRY- D'LYTE'S SOMETIMES I'M TIPSY** - Michele Miller, David Daughtery, Darla Daughtery

**Sweepstakes Bitches 9 Mos. & Under 12 Mos.**

1  
**PYRCOUNTRY- D'LYTE'S TEQUILA MKS HER CLTHS FALL OFF** - Julie A Crouch, Michele Miller, David Daugherty, Darla Daughtery

2  
**PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTE'S TALLADEGA** - Michele Miller, David Daughtery, Darla Daughtery

3  
**PYRCOUNTRY-D'LYTES SHAMELESSLY AWESOME** - Michael Alpert, Sherry Alpert, David Daugherty, Darla Daughtery  
Agent: David, Darla Daugherty
Sweepstakes Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1/OSSW KAROLASKA LILLY OF THE VALLEY - Alan Bornstein, Judy Bornstein, Kimberly Kentopp
2 R PYR KIBO - Valerie Austin, Terrie Strom
3 STARMOUNT'S PYRWINKS PROUD SALIX - Joann Winks, Michael Winks
4 SHADEE HILL BIEN AIMEE P - Andrew Schwab, Kathy Liles

Sweepstakes Bitches 15 Mos. & Older
1 CH LECTEUR'S GOD BLESS THE OUTCASTS - Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull
2 CH PYRLESS AVALYN DU JARDIN - Jill Morgan Agent: David Daugherty
3 IMAC'S ALICE THRU SUEPYR'S LOOKING GLASS - Sue Cole, Edina Hood

GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF AMERICA - VETERAN SWEEPS - 5/3/18
Thursday, May 3rd 2018
Judge: Brenda Gleason

Veteran Sweepstakes Dogs 7 Yrs. & Under 9 Yrs.
1/RVSW CH TIP'NCHIPS NATIONAL - Judith G. Cooper, Michael Costa
2 GCHE MOJAVE RENEGADES BLUTES OF LOEHR CGC CGCU - Elisabeth Ann Drew, Kimberly Burns
3 GCH SILVERCREEK'S EAU-DE-VIE. WS33178401 - Andrew Schwab, Lee Goertz

Veteran Sweepstakes Bitches 7 Yrs. & Under 9 Yrs.
1/BVISW GCH RIVERGROVES SKY'S THE LIMIT - John R Hanover, Joan Hanover

GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF AMERICA - FUTURITY - 5/3/18
Thursday, May 3rd 2018
Judge: Terry Denney-Combs

Futurity Dogs 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1 R PYR HUMBLE AND KIND - Owners: Terrie Strom

Futurity Dogs 15 Mos. & Older
1/BFUT LECTEUR'S I GOT RHYTHM - Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull

Futurity Bitches 12 Mos. & Under 15 Mos.
1 SHADEE HILL BIEN AIMEE - Andrew Schwab, Kathy Liles
2 R PYR KIBO - Valerie Austin, Terrie Strom

Great Pyrenees - G, Futurity Bitches 15 Mos. & Older
2 IMAC'S ALICE THRU SUEPYR'S LOOKING GLASS - Sue Cole, Edina Hood
1/OSFUT CH LECTEUR'S GOD BLESS THE OUTCASTS - Lauren Hull, Lucas Hull
GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF AMERICA - OBEDIENCE - 5/2/18
Wednesday, May 2nd 2018

Novice Class B  
Judge: Susan Ooviatt-Harris
188/1  CH RIVERGROVES GAME ON PCD BN RN TKN CGCA - Owners: Jo Stubbs

Beginner Novice B  
Judge: Susan Ooviatt-Harris
193/1  CH TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNI VERE GARNETS GLOW RN CGCA - Liane Berg, David Berg

GREAT PYRENEES CLUB OF AMERICA - RALLY - 5/2/18
Wednesday, May 2nd 2018

Rally Novice B  
Judge: Karen Lamb
85/1  REFLECTION FARM'S DAYDREAM BELIEVER - Owners: Erina Fitzgerald, Richard Fitzgerald, John Hanover, Joan Hanover
85/2  CH SANCHOR THUNDER N CHARBONNEAU - Tamra Green

Rally Intermediate  
Judge: Karen Lamb
85/1  CH R PYR STRONGSKY ALL SUMMER LONG! CGC CGCU THDN TKN - Tommy Dickey and Terrie Strom
95/1  GCH CH RIVERGROVES SECRET OF RED'S FIERY REFLECTION RN CG TKN - Erina Fitzgerald, Richard Fitzgerald, John Hanover, Joan Hanover

Rally Advanced B  
Judge: Karen Lamb
96/2  CH TIMBERBLUFFS GWYNI VERE GARNETS GLOW RN CGCA - Liane Berg, David Berg
97/1  RIVERGROVES CLEAN SWEEP - Jeanne-Anne Polichetti
94/3  GEORGE BN RE FDC CGCA CGCU TKI - Catherine W Walker

Rally Excellent B  
Judge: Karen Lamb
87/1  RIVERGROVES CLEAN SWEEP - Jeanne-Anne Polichetti
85/2  GEORGE BN RE FDC CGCA CGCU TKI - Catherine W Walker
77/3  TIMBERBLUFFS ENCHANTMENT OF EMERALD ISLE BN RA CGC - Desiree Davis, James Davis

Rally Master  
Judge: Karen Lamb
96/1  RIVERGROVES CLEAN SWEEP - Jeanne-Anne Polichetti